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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
Lentegeur Hospital is a large psychiatric hospital, which serves as a secondary and tertiary 
referral center for roughly a third of the population of the Western Cape. The hospital 
admits and successfully discharges over 100 patients, from all sectors of the population, 
every month and also serves as an academic teaching hospital for The University of Cape 
Town, Stellenbosch University as well as University of the Western Cape.  
 
The principal aims of the Lentegeur Spring project are: 

 The establishment of the hospital as a “Green” hospital with a minimal carbon 
footprint and efficient water usage. 

 The rebranding of the hospital as a leader in mental health with a specific focus on 
the environments’ of the communities the hospital serves.  

 The use of green initiatives for the rehabilitation of those with mental illness and the 
upliftment of their communities. 

 
The Lentegeur Spring Project provides a unique opportunity for members of the private 
sector to work with this hospital in a partnership that will address a variety of pressing 
challenges. These include the need to expand services, improve psychosocial rehabilitation, 
lift staff and patient morale, challenge stigma and improve the efficiency of resource 
utilization. This highly visible project will establish Lentegeur Hospital as a local leader in the 
Green Hospital Movement by minimizing its carbon footprint, but will simultaneously 
provide opportunities for both the rehabilitation and employment of the mentally and 
intellectually disabled, as well as for the social and physical regeneration of local 
communities. A further critical element of the project will be a media campaign for the 
rebranding of Lentegeur Hospital, to make apparent the true meaning of the name, which 
is: “The Essence of Spring”. 
 
 
This project has been adopted by the Lentegeur Hospital Board and seven of the members 
will participate actively on 4 sub-project committees i.e. 
 

1. Promotion and Establishment   Mr. Barnes, Mr. S. Lesch 
2. Implementation of Greening Strategy  Dr Parker, Mr. V. Gertse 
3. Landscaping and Biodiversity    Mr. Jensel, Dr Marinus 
4. Establishment of sustainable food   Ms Papier, Mr. Cupido 

 
A Green Hospital Action Plan has been developed through a participatory process and is 
included here with responsibilities and target dates. The priority actions are listed by 
timeframe in Appendix A. 
With regards to Human Resources, various individuals and organisations pledged their 
support for this medium to long-term Green Project.  A professions qualified architect will 
act as a consultant to our teams. 
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With regards to funding, a Trust Fund (Green Hospital) will be established and the Hospital 
Board Sub Committee members will be appointed as Trustees.  The funding sources will be 
monthly donations. 
 
 
II INTRODUCTION 
 
 

a. Lentegeur Hospital 
 
Built just over 20 years ago, Lentegeur Hospital is the largest psychiatric hospital in the 
Western Cape. Located in the suburb of Mitchells Plain; its grounds occupy an area of 104 
hectares, on which are located 44 buildings, contain 33 clinical units and support facilities. 
The hospital employs 721 staff members in the care of 760 patients, of which 390 are 
suffering from mental illness and 370 are intellectually disabled. As part of the Western 
Cape Department of Health’s Associated Psychiatric Hospitals, Lentegeur serves as the 
secondary and tertiary psychiatry referral hospital, for a metropolitan area, which includes 
Mitchells Plain, Philippi, Khayelitsha, Somerset West and Strand, as well as a rural area that 
stretches along the coast, as far as Stilbaai and inland, as far as Touws River, Ceres and 
Tulbagh. The hospital admits and successfully discharges over 100 patients every month. 
The hospitals total budget for 09/10 was R185 million, of which R24m was paid to a private 
partner for outsourced support services; R121milion was spent on staff salaries and 
R20million on operational costs. 
 
Although Lentegeur was originally built as a “Coloured” Psychiatric Hospital under the Tri-
cameral System, the hospital now prides itself as being community orientated, and serving 
all members of the population in our catchment area. We place a particular emphasis on 
providing outreach to the previously disadvantaged and to those who face the double 
disadvantages of poverty and mental illness or disability. The hospital also places a high 
value on teaching, research and academic excellence and is unique, in being a teaching 
hospital of all three universities in the Western Cape, the University of Cape Town, 
Stellenbosch University and the University of the Western Cape.  
 
The hospital site is located on the Cape Flats where remnants of the original vegetation are 
very poorly conserved due to the impact of urbanisation.  The original vegetation type was 
Cape Flats Dune Strandveld, which has a conservation status of ‘Endangered’ and with only 
6.3% formally protected. 
 
 

b.  The Concept behind: “The Lentegeur Spring Project” 
 
The concept of the Lentegeur Spring Project is derived from a direct translation of the name 
“Lentegeur” and the realization that the inherent meaning behind this name has all but 
been lost in the image of a large institution, closed off by fences and walls and in the urban 
squalor and despair so apparent in the surrounding area, which also carries this name. At 
the same time, there is a realization that this name encompasses so much of what is really 
taking place, unseen, at the Hospital. Lentegeur’s primary function is to accept people who 
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are suffering, in the midst of that darkest winter of mental illness, and through the provision 
of care and treatment, to help them to see the light of healing and to return to society once 
again able to express the full beauty of their bloom as human beings.  
 
The powerful symbolism of spring, as a time of rebirth and re-growth, can, equally refer to 
the regeneration of the hospital in the eyes of the community, the regeneration of hope and 
a passion for work amongst hospital staff, the greening of the hospital to improve its carbon 
footprint, and the regeneration of the surrounding communities from historical oppression 
and impoverishment. For those who live and work here, this is an opportunity to finally take 
real ownership, of a name that for much of its life has seemed perhaps more ironic, than 
about ideals. 
Finally, this symbolism is carried even further in the English understanding of the word 
“spring” as a wellspring, or source of water, that flows forth into parched lands, providing a 
steady source of growth and regeneration. The project will provide the opportunity for 
clients to make direct links between mental health and one’s environment, and to learn 
skills for looking after themselves and their environments when they go home, as 
ambassadors of hope for the environment, the community, the Hospital and those with 
mental illness. 
 
As such, the full awareness of the meaning of Lentegeur and of its implications provides a 
largely untapped resource for re-branding this hospital in the eyes of the community, for 
driving forward the rehabilitation of clients, their communities and the environment, and 
for challenging stigma. 
 
 

c.  A Unique Opportunity to Address Multiple Challenges 
 
The Lentegeur Spring Project provides a unique and exciting opportunity to address a wide 
range of challenges that are faced by the hospital, its patients and staff, as well as by the 
community it serves. These challenges include the following: 

 A need to expand and improve opportunities for psychosocial rehabilitation (PSR), 
both for in-patients and former patients. 

 The pressing need to challenge the stigmatization of mental illness and those who 
suffer from it. 

 A need to improve the experience of patients admitted to Lentegeur. 

 Low levels of staff morale, which has an adverse effect on productivity. 

 Low levels of adherence, by clients, to follow up treatment plans, after discharge 
from hospital. 

 Ever increasing running costs for the hospital. 

 Severe poverty amongst large portions of the hospital’s patient base. 

 Severe unemployment amongst the intellectually and psychiatrically disabled 

 Physical degradation and social fragmentation in many of the surrounding 
communities. 

 A need to re-brand the Hospital as a place that is accessible and community 
orientated, and to challenge the popular view of Psychiatric Hospitals as closed-off, 
custodial institutions. 

 A need to reduce the carbon footprint of the hospital 
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 A pressing need to provide leadership and stimulus, at the grassroots level for the 
struggle against environmental degradation and climate change. 

 An opportunity to enhance the vegetation to reflect and showcase Cape flora, 
provide habitat for birds and other fauna and contribute to the conservation of 
unique biodiversity of the Cape Flats.  

 

 
Figure 1: Cape Flats Dune Strandveld 
 
 

d. Spring Vision as a Tool for Psychosocial and Environmental Rehabilitation  
 
The concept of spring will serve as single, unifying theme for all the work that takes place at 
Lentegeur. In addition to the powerful association of the regeneration of spring with 
recovery from mental illness, this association will be given a physical reality with the 
“greening” of the hospital. This “greening” will itself take place, both in a metaphorical 
sense, with the minimization of the hospital’s carbon and water footprints and in a literal 
sense, with the development of floral and food gardens that will physically change the 
appearance of the hospital in a powerful evocation of spring. These green initiatives will 
then be used in PSR programs that will empower patients with the skills to act as green 
ambassadors and to develop green neighbourhoods, with active recycling programs, green 
technologies and food gardens. Thus the spring at Lentegeur will feed surrounding 
communities with a revitalization and “greening”. Ex-patients carrying the green message 
will be empowered to play vital roles in their communities, actively breaking down stigma.  
Publicity associated with this process of change will actively challenge the current image of 
the hospital and regenerate the true meaning of its name: “The essence of spring”. Ons 
bring die lente terug! 
 
Thus the vision of the project can be summarized in terms of three main goals: 

1. To achieve broad environmental sustainability across the hospital’s operations. 
2. To revitalise the hospital’s image, as a green hospital and by establishing the 

associations between environmental sustainability and mental well being, to position 
the hospital as a leader in community mental health. 
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3. To use green initiatives as vehicles for psychosocial rehabilitation and community 
mental health.   

 
e.  Green Policy and Legislative Context  

 
There has been a considerable amount of new legislation and policy dealing with 
environmental issues within South Africa at national, provincial and local level during the 
last five years. Some of the policy work is overlapping and potentially confusing, such as in 
the areas of energy and climate change; however, the advantage is a wide range of 
strategies and targets against which Lentegeur Hospital can compare and measure their 
own plans.  
 
The key issues that emerge are climate change, energy, waste management and air quality. 
Another issue that has particular relevance within the Western Cape is biodiversity. A new 
national Biodiversity Act has been promulgated, leading to a range of initiatives such as the 
establishment of the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) and the 
development of various bioregional plans including the Cape Action Plan for the 
Environment (CAPE).  
 
The provincial department of environment – the Department of Environmental Affairs and 
Development Planning (DEA&DP) -has produced a number of policy documents; a 
Sustainable Development Implementation Plan; and Action Plans for both climate change 
and sustainable energy. At local level, the City of Cape Town has a proactive environmental 
management department that is keeping pace with the Province with a range of 
environmental plans and strategies. The targets contained in these plans provide a basis for 
the some targets in this Green Campus Action Plan.  
 
 
International Agreements/Policy  
 

 The Copenhagen Accord (2009) 

 The Bali Accord on Climate Change 2007 

 Kyoto Protocol (1997) (Including Clean Development Mechanism 2006) 
 
National Legislation  
 

 National Environmental Management Act (107 of 1998) (NEMA); 

 National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, No 10 of 2004  

 National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act (AQA), No 39 of 2004  

 National Environmental Management: Environmental Assessment  

 Regulations 2010  

 National Energy Act, No 34 of 2008 

 National Environmental Management: Waste Management Act 2008  
  
 
Other Relevant Policy  
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 National Climate Change Response Strategy 2004  

 White Paper on Renewable Energy Policy 2004  

 Energy Efficiency Strategy of the Republic of South Africa 2005  

 National Framework for Sustainable Development (NFSD) 2008  
 
 
Provincial Policy  
 

 White Paper on Sustainable Energy for the Western Cape Province (July, 2010) 

 Sustainable Development Implementation Plan (SDIP) 2006  

 Western Cape Sustainable Energy Strategy and Programme of Action March 2008  

 A Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan for the Western Cape March 2008  
 
Local Authority  
 

 Cape Town Spatial Development Plan and Environmental Management Framework; 
Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain 2011 

 City of Cape Town Integrated Waste Management By-Law 2009 

 City of Cape Town Urban Agriculture Policy 2007 

 Air Quality Management Plan 2005  

 City of Cape Town Energy and Climate Change Strategy 2006 

 City of Cape Town Water By-Law 2006  
 
Best Practice Standards  
 

 Green Star SA – Office v1 Rating Tool 2008 

 Green Star – Healthcare v1, Green building Council of Australia  

 South African National Standard: SANS 204 Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2008 
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III. STRATEGY & IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY 
 
a. Planning for the Return of Spring 

 
Critical elements of the operational plan to make the Spring Project a reality would include 
the following: 

 A full environmental assessment of the hospital and the site it occupies, including a 
comprehensive analysis of its resource utilization, efficiency and wastage. 

 The establishment of an action plan, with costings, to improve efficiency of resource 
utilization, to minimize the hospital’s carbon footprint and for the establishment, as 
far as possible, of green technologies, such as water recycling  and solar heating, to 
both reduce environmental costs and to vastly improve the utilization of the large 
areas of open space on the hospital grounds. 

 The establishment of a business plan, with the ultimate goal of self-sustainability.  

 The identification of existing NPO’s and community projects which are involved in 
environmental, food garden, sustainability, recycling and similar related projects, 
and the establishment of partnerships with them in order to make these projects 
available to those in recovery from mental illness, using resources and facilities at 
Lentegeur Hospital. 

 Development of an internal hospital action plan to align existing environmentally-
related PSR programs and to launch further programs that take forward the vision of 
the Lentegeur Spring Project, such as long-term ward gardening projects, a day 
patient gardening programme and out-patient recycling projects. 

 Fundraising, both within the public the private sector. Such a project can be easily 
shown to have excellent potential for achieving both policy objectives as well as for 
attaining numerous corporate goals (see below).   

 The establishment of Lentegeur Hospital as a center for recycling programs and 
other green initiatives involving the surrounding communities. 

 The development of outreach programs via community clinics, that promote 
treatment adherence by supporting discharged clients in further initiatives, such as 
recycling and food growing in their home areas and further developing the links 
between mental and environmental health.  

 The establishment of an appropriate media campaign to accompany each step of the 
project. This will, in itself, go a long way towards achieving many of the 
destigmatization and rebranding objectives of the project, and in addition will add 
value for funders and promote community “buy-in”. 

 The entire project will be developed in partnership with tertiary institutions, which 
will ensure cutting-edge innovation and management, the rigorous assessment of 
outcomes and further alignment of academic projects with community needs. 

 
 
 
b. Potential Benefits for Private/Public Sector Partners 

 

 Association with an upliftment project involving the “doubly disadvantaged” 
(mentally ill and from previously disadvantaged communities). 
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 Association with a “Green” project that targets disadvantaged sectors of the 
population in a manner that is empowering and tackles problems associated with 
poverty. 

 Association with a project that is rigorously planned and assessed by tertiary 
institutions. 

 Association with what may become the first Green Hospital in Africa, and possibly 
the first Green Psychiatric Hospital in the world. There is already an established 
Green Hospitals movement internationally; the third annual congress is to take place 
in Sydney in May 2010.  

 The opportunity to develop expertise in Green Hospital technology, ahead of rivals, 
with both cost cutting and environmental benefits. The Provincial Government of the 
Western Cape is already beginning to target the establishment of Green Solutions in 
Provincial structures; involvement in this project would provide clear advantages for 
involvement in future partnerships. 

 The possibility of providing employment opportunities for individuals with 
disabilities, a constitutional imperative. 

 
 
c. Opportunities for Academic Partnerships and Research 

 
As mentioned above, the Spring Project will provide opportunities for academic 
partnerships and research in a variety of areas. These would, potentially, include some of 
the following: 

 The environmental assessment and re-design of the hospital to minimize its carbon 
footprint and optimize its function as a people-friendly center for healing and 
regeneration. 

 The impact of various aspects of the project, such as food garden training, on patient 
healing and morale.  

 The effects of outreach programs that attempt to build social capital through 
environmental projects. 

 The economics of environmental self-help programs for individuals with mental or 
intellectual disabilities. 

 Community perceptions of the hospital, and of mental illness, as it attempts to re-
position itself from a receptacle for the insane, to a leader in mental health. 

 
 
d. Project Facilitation under auspices of Hospital Board 

 
 
The Spring Project was formally tabled in February 2011 at the first meeting of the newly 
established Health Facility Board of Lentegeur Hospital. The Board accepted the task of 
coordinating the project under leadership of Dr Parker, one of its members, however it was 
agreed that Board business should not be overwhelmed given the scope of such a venture 
over an extended period. It was agreed to form a task group of representatives on the Board 
with keen interest who will drive the project outside the formal business of the Board and 
which will report back regularly on progress. A business plan would be finalized and 
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submitted for funding to the Board as well as to various outside agencies and business 
partners.    
 
Membership of Sub-Committee 
The following Health Facility Board members were nominated and agreed to participate in 
the LGH Spring Project as a sub-committee / task team: Dr Parker (Coordinator), Mr Jensel, 
Mr Barnes, Ms Papier, Mr Lesch, Mr Cupido and Dr Marinus. 
 
Project Name: Lentegeur Green Hospital Project.  
 
The project has been clustered into four sub-projects, aligned to the four main objectives of 
this project, i.e.: 
 
1. Promotion & establishment of the first Green Psychiatric Hospital in  South 
Africa / Africa          
 
2. Implementation of Greening Strategy with specific focus on Energy,  Water, 
solid waste, transport & carbon emissions 
 
3. Landscaping & Biodiversity 
 
4. Establishment of sustainable food gardens for hospital & community  benefit 
 
 
e. Developing Priorities 

 
In developing priorities for such a plan, evidence from work in the field of sustainability 
development points to the critical need to strike a balance between a comprehensive (but 
inevitably slow) progression towards all of the above goals and the importance of 
maintaining, and continuing to build, momentum by prioritizing actions that can be 
achieved in the short-term. 
 
It should therefore be clear that an important early goal is the completion of a 
comprehensive survey of all the hospital’s infrastructure, operations and activities using a 
recognized sustainability rating system. This will be critical in order to ensure that full 
sustainability is ultimately achieved and, as importantly, that steps taken towards interim 
goals do not compromise this progress. 
 
This, however, will take some time, but it need not come ahead of other actions and 
initiatives, such as development of the gardens, as long as it is clear that such actions do not 
compromise long-term sustainability and that their prioritization can be justified in terms of 
aforementioned momentum towards achieving the fulfillment of the stated vision.   
 
 
f. Developing an Action Plan 
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The Green hospital Action Plan is set out below in terms of activities, responsibilities, 
targets and timeframes and prioritized according to sector. Additional tables categorized 
according to time frame, and cost to enable more detailed planning and action are included 
as Appendices.  
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                             IV.  LENTEGEUR GREEN HOSPITAL ACTION PLAN 
 

NR  ACTIVITIES PER CATEGORY RESPONSIBILITY TARGET/DATE 

1 ESTABLISHMENT, PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION  Barnes/Lesch  

1.1 Develop a marketing strategy and branding for LGH   Barnes/Roman/ Lesch End Feb 2012 

1.2 Launch awareness campaigns including internal and external stakeholders. Sub Committee March 2012 

1.3 Obtain buy-in from senior managers, site partners, staff and patients. Sub Committee via CEO 30 Nov 2011 

1.4 CEO and Project Leader act as ambassadors for project. Parker & Marinus  

1.5 Develop and publish a Green Hospital newsletter or as part of LGH Newsletter. L. Meyer/J. Parker/        S. 
Benjamin 

June 2012 

1.6 Establish a Trust Fund and formally appoint its trustees Marinus & Gertse March 2012 

1.7 Develop a sustainable procurement policy and incorporate green priorities in other relevant 
hospital policies. 

Gertse & LGH EXCO 30 April 2012 

1.8 Liaise with site partners and the Public private partnership (PPP) partners in particular, to 
adopt green practices. 

Marinus & Gertse Ongoing 

1.9 Monitor and evaluate progress on greening efforts augmented with research supported by 
Universities 

CEO, Barnes, Parker Ongoing 

1.10 Organise annual Spring/Green Hospital Festival at Lentegeur    L. Meyer/Parker/ 
Lesch/Gertse 

Easter 2012 

1.11 Establish a monthly communication forum with (internal) stakeholders to maintain interest 
and track progress 

Parker/Meyer/Marinus/ 
Benjamin  

Immediate 

1.12 Establish a Recognition and Reward System for sustainable practices and to reward innovation Meyer/Gertse/Parker 3 months 

1.13 Celebrate an annual sustainability awareness day (e.g. Arbour Day/ Green Week) Meyer/Parker/Benjamin 1 year 

1.14 Set up internet-based website LGH Green Project managed by the Hospital Facility Board Barnes Immediate 

1.15 Set up a competition for landscape design Barnes/Marinus/Parker  
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2 OPERATIONAL GREENING STRATEGIES  TARGET/DATE 

 ENERGY Parker/Gertse  

2.1 Establish baseline of consumption (per capita; kWh/m²/annum) per building and set targets 
for reduction  

Gertse/Buys 3-4 months 

2.2 Install digital electricity meters to each building to identify consumption. Gertse/Buys Immediate; 3 years 
phased  

2.3 Retrofit all lights with most efficient lamps and electronic ballasts for fluorescent lights. 
Replace all incandescent lamps. 

Gertse/Buys 1 yr 
Sept 2012  

2.4 Launch programme of behaviour change to switch off lights and computers when not in use 
via Intranet and by posting signage. 

Gertse/Buys Launch within 3 
months 

2.5 Reset all computers to energy saving modes. Gertse/Buys 3 months 

2.6 Install efficient panel heaters to selected rooms to replace electric and oil heaters. Gertse/Buys 1-2 years 

2.7 Retrofit insulation to roofs, AC and hot water pipes with approved insulation. Conduct survey 
to establish scope of work. 

Gertse/Buys 1-2 years 

2.8 Review available water heating technology to determine most suitable options for particular 
needs in various buildings according to usage profile. If necessary establish pilots of solar and 
heat exchange technology in two comparable wards to determine best option. 

Gertse/Buys 2 years 

2.9 Develop a range of renewable energy sources (wind, solar, biogas) and install pilot projects. 
Target 10% renewable energy within 5yrs 

Buys/Parker/Marinus 5 years 

2.10 Phase in LCD computer screens, and laptops to reduce energy consumption. Gertse/Marinus 2 years 

 WATER    

2.11 Establish baseline of consumption by volume and use; set targets for reduction of potable 
water use.  

Gertse/Buys 3-4 months 

2.12 Install digital water sub-meters to each building to identify leaks and consumption.  Gertse/Buys 1-2 years 

2.13 Retrofit existing buildings with flow reducing spray taps and shower heads and dual / low 
flush toilet mechanisms.  

Gertse/Buys Phased retrofit 
over 2 years 

2.14 Retrofit all existing urinals with waterless urinal valves and ensure adequate maintenance (2 
yr plan).  

Gertse/Buys Phased retrofit 
over 2 years 

2.15  Upgrade irrigation systems to most efficient options. Install surface drip irrigation to all 
planting beds.  

Marinus/Wessels 2 years 
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2.16 Monitor and publish water consumption data, using a range of media – posters, newsletters, 
website and hospital forum meetings. 
 

Gertse 6 months 

 WASTE    

2.17 Establish baseline of waste by volume and type; set targets for reduction. Target 70% 
diversion from landfill. 

Gertse 3 months 

2.18 Establish a multi-bin recycling at source system within wards and non-clinical buildings, and 
outdoors.  

Gertse/Buys/Parker 6 months 

2.19 Establish procedures and responsibilities for recycling of printer cartridges.  Gertse 3 months 

2.20 Review and refine facilities and procedures for the responsible disposal of Compact 
Fluorescent lamps (CFLs), Fluorescent lamps and batteries.  

Gertse/Buys 3 months 

2.21 Purchase paper with recycled content, FSC certification and/or chlorine-free.  Gertse  

2.22 Expand the system for recycling office paper. Target 80%  Gertse/Parker 6 months 

2.23 Reduce and phase out polystyrene in the waste stream, especially food packaging, with a 
medium-term goal of zero polystyrene at LGH.  

Gertse/Roman  

2.24 Create a recycling hub for community use to combine with LGH recycling efforts. 
 

Gertse/Parker 3 months 

 TRANSPORT    

2.26 Provide adequate, secure bicycle storage facilities at key locations.  Gertse 1 year 

2.27 Promote and support a car pooling scheme and incentives. Gertse 1 year/ ongoing 

2.28 Pilot hybrid vehicles and alternative fuel vehicles (e.g. solar golf carts) Gertse/Buys/Marinus 2 years 

2.29 Increase the use of non-motorised transport (e.g. Bicycles and walking) within the LGH 
estate. Investigate a Bike loan scheme  

Gertse/Benjamin 1 year 

2.30 Provide staff shuttle service from nearest train stations. Gertse 2 years 

2.31 Negotiate upgrading of infrastructure at nearest public transport points to improve safety, 
security and amenity (e.g. Lighting, shelter, security, pedestrian crossings, signage). 

Gertse/Meyer Subject to 
negotiations with 
City  

 INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY   

2.32 Improve natural ventilation standards to avoid build-up of pollutants. Gertse/Buys Ongoing 

2.33 Provide daylight levels to patients and staff to best practice standards (Green Star SA). Gertse/Buys Phased 
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Consider installing roof lights. 

2.34 Minimise all materials containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) carpets, paint and 
adhesives, for maintenance and new buildings. 

Gertse/Buys Ongoing 

2.35 Purchase furniture and fittings with low or no formaldehyde emissions. Gertse/Buys Ongoing 

2.36 Enhance thermal comfort by retrofitting insulation to roofs; insulation material with the best 
environmental profile to be selected. 

Gertse/Buys Phased 

2.37 Ensure that electric lighting levels are not over-designed – i.e. a maintenance illuminance of 
not greater than 25% above the minimum maintained illuminance levels recommended in 
the SANS 10400 (National Building Regulations). 

Gertse/Buys Ongoing 

2.38 Provide occupants (patients, visitors and staff) with a visual connection to external views of 
the natural environment. 

Gertse/Buys/Meyer/Parker Ongoing 

2.39 Provide places of respite for patients, visitors with good natural light an area of soft 
landscaping. 
 

Parker/Meyer/Wessels  

 CATERING / CAFETERIAS    

2.40 Reduce and phase out polystyrene packaging and food containers  Gertse/Roman 2 years 

2.41 Introduce local and organic produce to Catering Services & Cafeterias. Use fresh produce 
from the estate where possible. 

Parker/Roman Ongoing 

2.42 Promote healthy eating and provide nutritional education 
 

Swartz/Dietician Ongoing 

  EMISSIONS   

2.43 Minimise use of herbicides and pesticides. Monitor and report on any usage annually. Wessels/Roman 1 year to first 
report 

2.44  Ensure Hazardous Waste management is fully compliant and managed to best practice 
standards. Conduct audit within 6 months  

Roman/Minnaar 6 months 

2.45 Measure and manage discharge of effluent to Sewerage to minimise contaminants. Monitor 
and report annually. 

Buys/Roman 1 year to first 
report 

2.46 Use Biodegradable, phosphate free cleaning chemicals – “Green Cleaning”. Conduct trials of 
alternatives. Audit and report after year 1. 

D. Roman 1 year 

2.47 Avoid groundwater (aquifer) contamination  (diesel tank); herbicides, pesticides; vehicle Buys Ongoing 
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washing  

2.48 Minimise coal-fired boiler emissions. Investigate long-term technology alternatives  
 

Buys 3-5 years 

 
 

3 LANDSCAPING & BIODIVERSITY Jensel/Marinus TARGET/DATE 

3.1 Finalise landscape design plan for estate.  Jensel/Marinus/Parker 1 year 

3.2 Plant new flower beds and shrubs across estate according to landscape design plan Jensel/Marinus/Wessels 1-2 years 

3.3 Plant indigenous trees across estate according to landscape design plan. Jensel/Marinus/Wessels 1-2 years 

3.4 Plant new lawns where appropriate using water  and indigenous, non-invasive grass 
species  

Jensel/Marinus/Wessels Ongoing 

3.5 Enhance the quality of the estate vegetation to reflect the unique character of the Cape 
flora and fauna 

Jensel/Marinus/Wessels 2 years 

3.6 Enhance biodiversity and ecological value by planting indigenous vegetation and creating 
habitats to support local fauna and flora 

Jensel/Marinus/Wessels/Parker 2 years 

3.7 Restore and maintain the indigenous Fynbos garden and encourage utilisation. Jensel/Marinus/Wessels/ 1 year 

3.8 Compost landscaping waste on site to produce mulch and to benefit the community in 
terms of training. Develop a composting/worm bin system for the production of compost 
from locally available organic waste products as a source of organic nutrients for Lentegeur 
Gardens and as a model/supply for local communities. 

Jensel/Marinus/Wessels/ 
Parker/Roman 

6 months 

3.9 Reduce the use of chemical fertiliser and optimise the use of organic fertilisers with the 
aim of improving soil condition. 

Wessels/Roman 1 year 

3.10 Establish horticulture area for propagation of plants, shrubs and trees. Jensel/Marinus/Parker/Wessels 1 year 

3.11 Commission boreholes and windmills for irrigation. Investigate the use of solar water 
pumps 

Wessels/Marinus 6 months 

3.12 Review existing fence to improve visual impact and soften concrete palisade fence 
 

Marinus/Parker/Wessels  
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4 ESTABLISHMENT OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCE GARDENS FOR HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY 
BENEFIT 

Papier/Cupido TARGET /DATE 

4.1 Identify suitable land for produce gardens across site and secure with appropriate fencing. Parker/Papier Feb 2012 

4.2 Commission boreholes and other suitable forms of irrigation. Buys/Parker/Cupido/ 
Wessels/Marinus 

Boreholes: Nov 2011 

4.3 Set up outpatient/Day Centre produce gardens Parker/Wessels/Papier Commence immediately 
and then ongoing 

4.4 Set up in-patient food gardens in dedicated areas. Parker/Marinus/Meyer Commence immediately 
and then ongoing 

4.5 Liaise and team with clinical areas to augment existing projects across hospital. Parker/Marinus/Meyer Ongoing 

4.6 Form partnerships with various external stakeholders to ensure sustainability. Parker/Marinus/Meyer Ongoing 

4.7 Sell produce to appropriate markets and for domestic use by patients. Parker/Marinus/Meyer Ongoing 

4.8 Stipends payable to participants as appropriate. Parker/Marinus/Meyer/ 
Gertse 

n/a 
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V. HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN 
 
 
The Project Team consists of Hospital Board members mainly which include the CEO of the 
Hospital, a Senior Psychiatrist representing academic interest of UCT in the Board (Project 
Leader), and 5 additional Community Board members. On recommendation of future 
Boards, membership might change. 
 
The Sub Committee each dealing with one of the main objectives of the Green Hospital 
project are led by individual Project Team members.  These set committees will be further 
constituted by co-opted members from community or other hospital stakeholders, internal 
and external. 
 
A formal request will be made for different clinical areas, 10 of our Site Partners including 
Mpilisweni Consortium  
 
The Garden Section of the hospital will assist with certain aspects of the project, mainly with 
horticultural and gardening and its maintenance as per agreement with staff. 
 
Most human resources therefore will be on a volunteer basis. 
 
Subsistence and travelling only would be payable especially after hours and over weekends 
as project activities might require. 
 
The service of a qualified Architect with Green Project Management experience will be used 
at the beginning of the project and intermittently thereafter, as required. 
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VI. FINANCIAL PLAN 
 
A Trust Fund will be established for the Green Project with the Hospital Board members 
appointed as Trustees. 
 
The Lentegeur Hospital Trust Fund will be managed independently from Hospital Board 
funds; however the Trustees will be accountable to the Hospital Board for managing funds 
according to GAAP (Generally acceptable accounting principles) and the PFMA. 
 
The Trust Fund will endeavour to raise funds from several sources, including the Hospital 
Board. It is envisaged that donations from Corporates, individuals and government 
departments will be pursued to ensure sustainability for this project over the next 5 – 10 
years. 
 
Each sub-project will be costed separately and expenditure and funds managed accordingly. 
 
As appropriate and in line with specific criteria stipends will be payable to patients and 
community members actively participating in the project. 
 
The consultancy fee for the qualified Architect will be paid on a fee for service basis. 
 
S & T payments would be made as required. 
 
The total cost of this project over 10years is difficult to calculate accurately, however a 
proposed budget will be submitted to the trustees on an annual basis. 
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APPENDIX A: ACTIVITIES PER TIMEFRAME 
 

NR  ACTIVITIES PER TIMEFRAME  
 

TARGET/DATE 

 SHORT TERM  

1 ESTABLISHMENT, PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION  

1.1 Develop a marketing strategy and branding for LGH  End Feb 2012 

1.2 Launch awareness campaigns including internal and external stakeholders. March 2012 

1.3 Obtain buy-in from senior managers, site partners, staff and patients. 30 Nov 2011 

1.4 CEO and Project Leader act as ambassadors for project. Ongoing 

1.5 Develop and publish a Green Hospital newsletter or as part of LGH Newsletter. June 2012 

1.6 Establish a Trust Fund and formally appoint its trustees March 2012 

1.7 Develop a sustainable procurement policy and incorporate green priorities in other relevant hospital 
policies. 

30 April 2012 

1.8 Liaise with site partners and the Public private partnership (PPP) partners in particular, to adopt green 
practices. 

Ongoing 

1.10 Organise annual Spring/Green Hospital Festival at Lentegeur    Easter 2012 

1.11 Establish a monthly communication forum with (internal) stakeholders to maintain interest and track 
progress 

Immediate 

1.12 Establish a Recognition and Reward System for sustainable practices and to reward innovation 3 months 

1.13 Celebrate an annual sustainability awareness day (e.g. Arbor Day/ Green Week) 1 year 

1.14 Set up internet-based website LGH Green Project managed by the Hospital Facility Board Immediate 

1.15 Set up a competition for landscape design 
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2 OPERATIONAL GREENING STRATEGIES – SHORT TERM TARGET/DATE 

 ENERGY  

2.1 Establish baseline of consumption (per capita; kWh/m²/annum) per building and set targets for reduction  3-4 months 

2.2 Install digital electricity meters to each building to identify consumption. 3 years; phased 
retrofit 

2.3 Retrofit all lights with most efficient lamps and electronic ballasts for fluorescent lights. Replace all 
incandescent lamps. 

1 yr 
Sept 2012  

2.4 Launch programme of behaviour change to switch off lights and computers when not in use via Intranet 
and by posting signage. 

Launch within 3 
months 

2.5 Reset all computers to energy saving modes. 3 months 

 WATER   

2.11 Establish baseline of consumption by volume and use; set targets for reduction of potable water use.  3-4 months 

2.16 Monitor and publish water consumption data, using a range of media – posters, newsletters, website and 
hospital forum meetings. 

6 months 

 WASTE   

2.17 Establish baseline of waste by volume and type; set targets for reduction. Target 70% diversion from 
landfill. 

3 months 

2.18 Establish a multi-bin recycling at source system within wards and non-clinical buildings, and outdoors.  6 months 

2.19 Establish procedures and responsibilities for recycling of printer cartridges.  3 months 

2.20 Review and refine facilities and procedures for the responsible disposal of Compact Fluorescent lamps 
(CFLs), Fluorescent lamps and batteries.  

3 months 

2.21 Purchase photocopy/printing paper with recycled content, FSC certification and/or chlorine-free.  6 months 

2.22 Expand the system for recycling office paper. Target 80%  6 months 

2.24 Create a recycling hub for community use to combine with LGH recycling efforts. 
 

3 months 

 TRANSPORT   

2.27 Promote and support a car pooling scheme and incentivises. 1 year/ ongoing 

2.29 Increase the use of non-motorised transport (e.g. Bicycles and walking) within the LGH estate. Investigate 
a Bike loan scheme  

1 year 

 INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  

2.32 Improve natural ventilation standards to avoid build-up of pollutants. Ongoing 
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2.34 Minimise all materials containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) carpets, paint and adhesives, for 
maintenance and new buildings. 

Ongoing 

2.35 Purchase furniture and fittings with low or no formaldehyde emissions. Ongoing 

2.37 Ensure that electric lighting levels are not over-designed – i.e. a maintenance illuminance of not greater 
than 25% above the minimum maintained illuminance levels recommended in the SANS 10400 (National 
Building Regulations). 

Ongoing 

2.38 Provide occupants (patients, visitors and staff) with a visual connection to external views of the natural 
environment. 

Ongoing 

 CATERING / CAFETERIAS   

2.41 Introduce local and organic produce to Catering Services & Cafeterias. Use fresh produce from the estate 
where possible. 

Ongoing 

2.42 Promote healthy eating and provide nutritional education 
 

Ongoing 

  EMISSIONS  

2.43 Minimise use of herbicides and pesticides. Monitor and report on any usage annually. 1 year to first report 

2.44  Ensure Hazardous Waste management is fully compliant and managed to best practice standards. 
Conduct audit within 6 months  

6 months 

2.45 Measure and manage discharge of effluent to Sewerage to minimise contaminants. Monitor and report 
annually. 

1 year to first report 

2.46 Use Biodegradable, phosphate free cleaning chemicals – “Green Cleaning”. Conduct trials of alternatives. 
Audit and report after year 1. 

1 year 

2.47 Avoid groundwater (aquifer) contamination  (diesel tank); herbicides, pesticides; vehicle washing  Ongoing 
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3 LANDSCAPING & BIODIVERSITY - SHORT TERM TARGET/DATE 

3.1 Finalise landscape design plan for estate.  1 year 

3.4 Plant new lawns where appropriate using water  and indigenous, non-invasive grass species  Ongoing 

3.7 Restore and maintain the indigenous Fynbos garden and encourage utilisation. 1 year 

3.8 Compost landscaping waste on site to produce mulch and to benefit the community in terms of training. 
Develop a composting/worm bin system for the production of compost from locally available organic 
waste products as a source of organic nutrients for Lentegeur Gardens and as a model/supply for local 
communities. 

6 months 

3.9 Reduce the use of chemical fertiliser and optimise the use of organic fertilisers with the aim of improving 
soil condition. 

1 year 

3.10 Establish horticulture area for propagation of plants, shrubs and trees. 1 year 

3.11 Commission boreholes and windmills for irrigation. Investigate the use of solar water pumps 6 months 

3.12 Review existing fence to improve visual impact and soften concrete palisade fence 
 

 

4 ESTABLISHMENT OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCE GARDENS FOR HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY BENEFIT - 
SHORT TERM 

TARGET /DATE 

4.1 Identify suitable land for produce gardens across site and secure with appropriate fencing. Feb 2012 

4.2 Commission boreholes and other suitable forms of irrigation. Boreholes: Nov 2011 

4.3 Set up outpatient/Day Centre produce gardens Commence 
immediately and then 
ongoing 

4.4 Set up in-patient food gardens in dedicated areas. Commence 
immediately and then 
ongoing 

4.5 Liaise and team with clinical areas to augment existing projects across hospital. Ongoing 

4.6 Form partnerships with various external stakeholders to ensure sustainability. Ongoing 

4.7 Sell produce to appropriate markets and for domestic use by patients. Ongoing 

4.8 Stipends payable to participants as appropriate. n/a 
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NR  ACTIVITIES PER TIMEFRAME 
 

TARGET/DATE 

 MEDIUM TERM  

1 ESTABLISHMENT, PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION  

1.4 CEO and Project Leader act as ambassadors for project.  

1.9 Monitor and evaluate progress on greening efforts augmented with research supported by Universities Ongoing 

1.15 Set up a competition for landscape design 
 

 

 

2 OPERATIONAL GREENING STRATEGIES TARGET/DATE 

 ENERGY  

2.6 Install efficient panel heaters to selected rooms to replace electric and oil heaters. 1-2 years 

2.7 Retrofit insulation to roofs, AC and hot water pipes with approved insulation. Conduct survey to establish 
scope of work. 

1-2 years 

2.8 Review available water heating technology to determine most suitable options for particular needs in 
various buildings according to usage profile. If necessary establish pilots of solar and heat exchange 
technology in two comparable wards to determine best option. 

2 years 

2.10 Phase in LCD computer screens, and laptops to reduce energy consumption. 2 years 

 WATER   

2.12 Install digital water sub-meters to each building to identify leaks and consumption.  1-2 years 

2.13 Retrofit existing buildings with flow reducing spray taps and shower heads and dual / low flush toilet 
mechanisms.  

Phased retrofit over 2 
years 

2.14 Retrofit all existing urinals with waterless urinal valves and ensure adequate maintenance (2 yr plan).  Phased retrofit over 2 
years 

2.15 Upgrade irrigation systems to most efficient options. Install surface drip irrigation to all planting beds. 2 years 

 WASTE   

 No Medium term Actions in this category  

 TRANSPORT   
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2.23 Reduce and phase out polystyrene in the waste stream, especially food packaging, with a medium-term 
goal of zero polystyrene at LGH. 

1-2 years 

2.26 Provide adequate, secure bicycle storage facilities at key locations.  1 year 

2.27 Promote and support a car pooling scheme and incentivises. 1 year/ ongoing 

2.28 Pilot hybrid vehicles and alternative fuel vehicles (e.g. solar golf carts) 2 years 

2.29 Increase the use of non-motorised transport (e.g. Bicycles and walking) within the LGH estate. Investigate 
a Bike loan scheme  

1 year 

2.30 Provide staff shuttle service from nearest train stations. 2 years 

 INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  

2.32 Improve natural ventilation standards to avoid build-up of pollutants. Ongoing 

2.33 Provide daylight levels to patients and staff to best practice standards (Green Star SA). Consider installing 
roof lights. 

Phased 

2.34 Minimise all materials containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) carpets, paint and adhesives, for 
maintenance and new buildings. 

Ongoing 

2.35 Purchase furniture and fittings with low or no formaldehyde emissions. Ongoing 

2.36 Enhance thermal comfort by retrofitting insulation to roofs; insulation material with the best 
environmental profile to be selected. 

Phased 

2.37 Ensure that electric lighting levels are not over-designed – i.e. a maintenance illuminance of not greater 
than 25% above the minimum maintained illuminance levels recommended in the SANS 10400 (National 
Building Regulations). 

Ongoing 

2.38 Provide occupants (patients, visitors and staff) with a visual connection to external views of the natural 
environment. 

Ongoing 

2.39 Provide places of respite for patients, visitors with good natural light an area of soft landscaping. 
 

2 years 

 CATERING / CAFETERIAS   

2.40 Reduce and phase out polystyrene packaging and food containers  2 years 

2.41 Introduce local and organic produce to Catering Services & Cafeterias. Use fresh produce from the estate 
where possible. 

Ongoing 

2.42 Promote healthy eating and provide nutritional education 
 

Ongoing 
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  EMISSIONS  

2.43 Minimise use of herbicides and pesticides. Monitor and report on any usage annually. 1 year to first report 

2.45 Measure and manage discharge of effluent to Sewerage to minimise contaminants. Monitor and report 
annually. 

1 year to first report 

2.46 Use Biodegradable, phosphate free cleaning chemicals – “Green Cleaning”. Conduct trials of alternatives. 
Audit and report after year 1. 

1 year 

2.47 Avoid groundwater (aquifer) contamination  (diesel tank); herbicides, pesticides; vehicle washing  Ongoing 

 

3 LANDSCAPING & BIODIVERSITY - MEDIUM TERM TARGET/DATE 

3.2 Plant new flower beds and shrubs across estate according to landscape design plan 1-2 years 

3.3 Plant indigenous trees across estate according to landscape design plan. 1-2 years 

3.4 Plant new lawns where appropriate using water  and indigenous, non-invasive grass species  Ongoing 

3.12 Review existing fence to improve visual impact and soften concrete palisade fence 
 

 

 

4 ESTABLISHMENT OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCE GARDENS FOR HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY BENEFIT - 
MEDIUM TERM 

TARGET /DATE 

4.3 Set up outpatient/Day Centre produce gardens Commence immediately 
and then ongoing 

4.4 Set up in-patient food gardens in dedicated areas. Commence immediately 
and then ongoing 

4.5 Liaise and team with clinical areas to augment existing projects across hospital. Ongoing 

4.6 Form partnerships with various external stakeholders to ensure sustainability. Ongoing 

4.7 Sell produce to appropriate markets and for domestic use by patients. Ongoing 
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NR  ACTIVITIES PER TIMEFRAME 
 

TARGET/DATE 

 LONG-TERM  

1 ESTABLISHMENT, PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION  

1.8 Liaise with site partners and the Public private partnership (PPP) partners in particular, to adopt green 
practices. 

Ongoing 

1.9 Monitor and evaluate progress on greening efforts augmented with research supported by Universities Ongoing 

 

2 OPERATIONAL GREENING STRATEGIES – LONG-TERM TARGET/DATE 

 ENERGY  

2.9 Develop a range of renewable energy sources (wind, solar, biogas) and install pilot projects. Target 10% 
renewable energy within 5yrs 

5 years 

 WATER   

 No long-term Actions in this category  

 TRANSPORT   

2.28 Pilot hybrid vehicles and alternative fuel vehicles (e.g. solar golf carts) 2 years 

2.31 Negotiate upgrading of infrastructure at nearest public transport points to improve safety, security and 
amenity (e.g. Lighting, shelter, security, pedestrian crossings, signage). 

Subject to 
negotiations with City  

 INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  

2.32 Improve natural ventilation standards to avoid build-up of pollutants. Ongoing 

2.33 Provide daylight levels to patients and staff to best practice standards (Green Star SA). Consider installing 
roof lights. 

Phased 

2.34 Minimise all materials containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) carpets, paint and adhesives, for 
maintenance and new buildings. 

Ongoing 

2.35 Purchase furniture and fittings with low or no formaldehyde emissions. Ongoing 

2.37 Ensure that electric lighting levels are not over-designed – i.e. a maintenance illuminance of not greater 
than 25% above the minimum maintained illuminance levels recommended in the SANS 10400 (National 
Building Regulations). 

Ongoing 
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2.38 Provide occupants (patients, visitors and staff) with a visual connection to external views of the natural 
environment. 

Ongoing 

2.39 Provide places of respite for patients, visitors with good natural light an area of soft landscaping. 
 

 

 CATERING / CAFETERIAS   

2.41 Introduce local and organic produce to Catering Services & Cafeterias. Use fresh produce from the estate 
where possible. 

Ongoing 

2.42 Promote healthy eating and provide nutritional education 
 

Ongoing 

  EMISSIONS  

2.47 Avoid groundwater (aquifer) contamination  (diesel tank); herbicides, pesticides; vehicle washing  Ongoing 

2.48 Minimise coal-fired boiler emissions. Investigate long-term technology alternatives  
 

3-5 years 

 

3 LANDSCAPING & BIODIVERSITY – LONG-TERM TARGET/DATE 

3.4 Plant new lawns where appropriate using water  and indigenous, non-invasive grass species  Ongoing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

4 ESTABLISHMENT OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCE GARDENS FOR HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY BENEFIT - 
LONG-TERM 

TARGET /DATE 

4.3 Set up outpatient/Day Centre produce gardens Commence 
immediately and then 
ongoing 

4.4 Set up in-patient food gardens in dedicated areas. Commence 
immediately and then 
ongoing 

4.5 Liaise and team with clinical areas to augment existing projects across hospital. Ongoing 

4.6 Form partnerships with various external stakeholders to ensure sustainability. Ongoing 

4.7 Sell produce to appropriate markets and for domestic use by patients. Ongoing 
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APPENDIX B: AERIAL PHOTO OF SITE 
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APPENDIX C: CITY OF CAPE TOWN: CONSERVATION AND ECOSYSTEM PRIORITY ZONE 
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APPENDIX D: SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
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APPENDIX E: CITY OF CAPE TOWN SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
 


